Low investment,
Expandable,
(semi) Automatic
Processing

The Meyn
LEAP concept
First grow your market,
then expand your plant accordingly
Meyn LEAP concept
Think big, start small
Expand from 500/1,300 to 15,000 bph.
All 500/1,300 bph machines are upgradable to 5,000 bph.
The LEAP concept incorporates Meyn’s top-of-the-line
technology at all stages
Start your business with minimum investment

PRODUCT LEAFLET
LEAP CONCEPT

Four steps to effortless growth
Step 1: Identify your ideal location
Big enough for your final capacity
(eg. 5.0 acres for 6,000 bph).
Close to farms.
Close to your market.
Adequate water supply and means for disposal of
treated wastewater.
Convenience of management control.
Ideally, with approval from local pollution control
authority.

Step 2: Prepare a site master plan
The longterm comprehensive plan for your business.
Should reflect your growth and expansion plans.
Within these plans it should show your start-up capacity
layout of 500/1,300 bph.

Step 3: Easy and rapid construction
Walls: cam-lock PUR sandwich panels glued in position.
Roof: truss type steel sheet roofing.
Floor: dewatered granolithic with frost-heave protection.

Step 4: Expand and upgrade
When you want to expand order the additional
equipment.
Already construct the building before receiving the
equipment.
Put in all utilities and services for the expanded capacity.
Install the new equipment on receipt of shipment.
Taking a 2-day shutdown of your LEAP plant we
dismantle, relocate and integrate your existing
equipment into expanded capacity.
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Think big, start small: start your business with minimum investment
A modular design:
Uses latest technology equipment (as in high speed lines).
Up to 5,000 bph no machines need to be discarded during expansion (above 5,000 only one or two need to be replaced).
Major cost savings right from the beginning.

Scalder

Chiller

Cone deboner

500/1,300 bph

15,000 bph

Dismantling and Relocation made easy
Galvanized T-tracks and
bolted design ensure
Easy relocation.
No risk for rust because there is no
welding or cutting necessary.
Significantly more cost-effective than
stainless steel assemblies.

Clamps

Bolts

“THINK GLOBAL.
ACT LOCAL”

Helping you to maximize your uptime and enjoy the lowest cost of ownership
At Meyn, our commitment does not stop when your Meyn equipment is installed. That is because we take pride
in offering a comprehensive range of tailored support and maintenance services. We have been delivering this
level of service for almost 60 years, based on our knowledge and experience of supporting Meyn equipment in
different conditions all over the world.

Meyn Technical support
Meyn experts are available 24 hours a day to support
you with any problem.
Meyn Maintenance
- Technical updates
Corrective maintenance for immediate repairs.
- Inspection
Meyn engineers check the technical conditions of the
Meyn equipment. Advice about maintenance actions to
improve performance will be supplied in a report.
- Machine maintenance
Planned service overhaul to improve the condition of the
equipment.
Modification kits for existing machines to improve
performance capabilities, reduce maintenance costs
and/or increase life time.

- Service agreements
Significant reduction of breakdowns and/or unplanned
stops during processing.
Agreement for parts and/or Meyn engineers’ assistance
to be executed in pre-scheduled intervals over an
agreed number of years.
The prices are fixed over the length of the agreement,
making maintenance costs transparent.
Meyn Parts
Dedicated parts sales representatives.
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) quality parts.
Global availability of parts.
Order parts online 24/7.
Meyn Consultancy
Review by Food Technologists: Plant visit & reporting
including recommendations to improve the process,
based on global benchmark and experience.
Meyn Academy
Designed to educate local staff to ensure effective plant
operation with a special focus on high uptime, yield and
product quality.
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